ADDITIONAL TO OWNER’S MANUAL #93-1153

Isobar®
Ultra-Series
Direct Plug-In
Surge Suppressors

MOUNTING TAB
A mounting tab and screw are enclosed for permanent mounting of your Isobar Direct Plug-In Surge Suppressor. USE THIS TAB ONLY IF LOCAL REGULATIONS ALLOW PERMANENT MOUNTING OF YOUR SURGE SUPPRESSOR.

⚠️ WARNING ⚠️
DO NOT USE MOUNTING TAB AND SCREW IN CANADA. CANADIAN REGULATIONS PROHIBIT PERMANENT MOUNTING OF THE ISOBAR DIRECT PLUG-IN SURGE SUPPRESSOR. USE OF THE MOUNTING TAB WILL VOID ALL WARRANTIES AND INSURANCE OF THE ISOBAR DIRECT PLUG-IN SURGE SUPPRESSOR.

If your local regulations allow permanent mounting, simply slide tab into slot on the top panel of the surge suppressor. Adjust tab until it is flush with the rear of the surge suppressor. Secure tab to surge suppressor with supplied screw. Secure surge suppressor to your receptacle’s cover plate with cover plate screw.

CAUTION
To reduce the risk of electric shock, disconnect power to the receptacle before installing or removing the Isobar. When removing receptacle’s cover plate screw, the cover plate may fall across plug pins or receptacle may become dislodged.